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Abstract—This paper proposes a systematic and fast analog
coverage-driven verification methodology which could increase
the confidence in verification of today’s analog blocks. We define
an appropriate coverage metric to score simulations and then
minimize the simulation effort for achieving full state space coverage with an algorithm generating appropriate input stimuli. Our
proposed method uses characteristic properties of a discretized
representation of the state space such as the spatial distribution
of eigenvalues, guiding the generation of short and purposeful
stimuli. The experimental results show a significant speed-up with
similar accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art.

I.

I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK

Traditionally, analog circuit design and verification needs
sophisticated designers and verification engineers to prevent
faulty behavior and expensive redesigns. Nowadays, the pressure on them due to the significant analog part on common
chips (automotive, consumer) and short design cycles is further increasing. Unfortunately there are not many systematic
approaches to tackle the functional verification problem for
analog circuits – the standard procedure to prevent hard to find
bugs is to use expert knowledge from experienced designers.
One direction to systematically check analog circuits may
be the full automatic characterization [1] based on formalized
specifications using machine readable specifications [2] or
formal languages such as PSL [3]. However, the effort to setup
these specifications is sometimes large and, even worse, they
do not guarantee to find unknown bugs because they rely on
predefined input stimuli for each performance test case. With
simulation only, there still exist uncovered scenarios which
may later arise as a bug in the field.
Formal verification for analog circuits [4], [5] will certainly help as it can guarantee to find problematic design
flaws violating the specification. However it suffers from long
runtimes, hard to interpret results and the perennial “translate
specification into a formal language” problem.
A compromise could be the use of coverage metrics and
coverage-increasing measures. The digital world has developed
a lot of coverage metrics [6], [7], [8] and uses them with
success. Depending on the complexity of the Device Under
Verification (DUV), the methods are more or less complete.
The complete methods investigate for example Finite State
Machines (FSM) [9] and have some means to try to restrict
the simulation input stimuli to the relevant part of the state
space (see SFSM in [9]). The less complete methods (code
coverage, specification coverage) use measures to guide the
verification to the most probable bug location for example by

systematically visiting each conditional branch in an HDLdescription.
For analog circuits, a very low number of coverage investigating approaches besides the above explained formal verification techniques exist. There are some approaches stemming
from the test community measuring and increasing the analog
fault coverage [10], [11]. However, they are not intended to
find functional faults. Horowitz et al. [12] also tries to increase
the confidence in the functional verification using a high-level
functional model but without a systematic method to increase
some underlying measure. Two other approaches are built for
hybrid systems [13], [14], suffering from being able to handle
strongly nonlinear analog circuits on transistor level. Steinhorst
et al. [15] and Karthik et al. [16] concentrate on the analog
state space to systematically implement formal verification,
hence being accurate and complete. However, they also have
no well defined measure for the coverage and suffer from the
large state space to investigate. As a remedy, in this paper,
we later propose a coverage optimization algorithm that takes
into account the dynamics of the state space. Consequently, the
algorithm can identify regions of critical nonlinear behavior
requiring a very dense coverage, as well as regions with
highly linear behavior which is not critical for the verification
coverage. The latter will enable us to drastically reduce the
volume of the visited state space.
Contributions. This paper introduces a complete methodology for optimization of analog verification coverage by
analyzing the dynamics of the state space of the Design under
Verification (DUV), providing four main contributions outlined
in the following.
•

We present a state space coverage metric in Section III
which creates a relation between transient simulation
waveforms and states of a discrete representation of
the DUV which we introduce in Section II.

•

Based on the coverage metric, we introduce a coverage
optimization algorithm that maximizes the defined
coverage metric.

•

The state space coverage metric and algorithm are
further developed into the proposed λ state space
coverage metric, to identify interesting regions and
neglect uniform parts of the state space in Section IV.

•

Our metrics and algorithms are evaluated on several
analog transistor level circuits in Section V and clearly
show the advantages over a state-of-the-art approach.

II.

S TATE S PACE M ODEL G ENERATION

The state space coverage analysis we are proposing in this
paper requires a discrete model of the analog circuit. We use a
trajectory based state space discretization proposed in [17].
This method is based on discretizing the underlying DAESystem of the circuit in the state space. The discretization is
performed using an electrical circuit simulator with full SPICE
accuracy [18].
With these method we can construct a discrete state space
model MAT S :
Electrical Circuit

discrete modeling

−→

MAT S

(1)

Analog Transition System (ATS)
For the ATS we define a five-tuple MAT S = (Σ, R, LV , T, Lλ )
where
•

Σ is a finite set of states of the system.

•

R ⊆ Σ × Σ is a total transition relation, hence for
every state σ ∈ Σ there exists a state σ 0 such that
(σ, σ 0 ) ∈ R.

•

LV : Σ → Rnd is a labeling function that labels each
state with the vector of nd variables containing the
values of the state space variables and the inputs of
the DAE system.

•

•

T : R → R+
0 is a labeling function that labels each
transition from σ to σ 0 with a real valued positive or
zero transition time that represents the time required
for the trajectory in the state space between these
states.
Lλ : Σ → Rnλ is a labeling function that labels each
state with a vector of the nλ eigenvalues associated
with the state.

Within the structure MAT S , a path π beginning at state σ
is a sequence of states π = σ0 , σ1 , σ2 , ..., σn with σ0 = σ and
(σi , σi+1 ) ∈ R for 0 ≤ i < n.
In an extension to the method of [17] we calculate and store
the eigenvalues of each state during the discretization process.
For this purpose, the system’s dynamics are linearized in the
specific state and then transformed into the frequency domain
using Laplace transformation. The number of non-zero entries
in Kronecker’s canonical form of the transformed capacitance
matrix of the frequency domain representation corresponds to
the number nλ of eigenvalues in the generalized eigenvalue
problem. For a detailed description of the eigenvalue decomposition, please refer to [19].
III.

S TATE S PACE C OVERAGE

circuit. The wanted coverage metric should assess a simulation
response based on the following characteristics:
•

A coverage value near 100% implies a high probability
that all possible faults of the circuits could be detected.

•

The measure has to be monotonic in the number of
visited states: If more states are visited, the measure
should increase.

The resulting number can be used to compare different input
stimuli for an analog simulator leading the designer to much
more useful test cases, reducing the possibility of missing
possible design flaws.
The Analog Transition System MAT S described in Section
II creates a vast number of states which could possibly not
be reachable at all. Using the number of states |Σ| of the
full system results in a metric not able to gain full coverage.
Hence, a set of reachable states ΣR is computed from all states
Σ visited by the state space discretization using a simple set
based reachability algorithm. For our purpose, the number of
reachable states is lower or equal the number of all states.
A. State Space Coverage Calculation
A transient simulation response consist of a set of different
data points, representing the state of an analog circuit at a
given time step. To match each of these points to a set inside
our MAT S , we use an Euclidean distance to mark a state as
covered by a simulation.
In a very first straight-forward approach, one can compute
a nearest neighbor for every data point. For that, we store
the previously defined Analog Transition System MAT S in a
suitable space-partitioning data structure in form of a k-d tree
[20]. The number of nodes in this tree equals the number of
states in the system. Hence, if a discretization only consists of
very few states, each point of a simulation response will lead
to a covered state, although the state is very far off. Obviously
this simple approach does not calculate a smooth and adequate
measure. Since every point has a nearest neighbor, the distance
is not considered (cf. Fig. 1, upper left).
A much better approach is to select every state in a
given distance around a data point of the transient simulation
response. This allows to have a measure independent of the
sampling distance in the state space as well as the sampling
distance of the transient simulation result. Fig. 1 shows different values for a distance to accept different states inside a
MAT S marked as covered. It can be seen, that a maximum
distance must be chosen adequately, since using a too large
distance could mark states with different behavior compared
to the transient trajectory under investigation, while a too small
distance will underestimate the set of covered states C.

This section describes a method to match a transient
simulation response to the previously described state space.
Our goal is to automatically create an input stimulus for an
analog simulator to maximize the presented analog state space
coverage. A path finding algorithm is presented afterwards, as
well as possible restrictions of this method.

A good starting point for the distance is to select the
median distance between two neighbor states in the discrete
state space or to use a percentage of the diameter of the
reachable state space. Here, we conservatively take the median
length of all transitions R inside the MAT S .

The state space coverage ζ denotes the ratio between
visited states and the sum of all reachable states ΣR of a given

Consequently, the coverage of a given transient simulation
response can now be computed using the cardinality of the
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Fig. 2.
Coverage maximization algorithm based on discrete state space
modeling.
Fig. 1.
Euclidian distance method for selecting the covered states of a
simulation result. Red crosses indicate the trajectory corresponding to the
transient simulation result. Black boxes are marked as covered, yellow boxes
are marked as uncovered.

elements in the set C and the number of states in the reachable
discrete state space ΣR :
ζ=

|C|
|ΣR |

(2)

This gives us the possibility to rate a set of test by calculating
a coverage for each test as long as a full coverage is reached.
Full coverage in this context means every reachable state inside
a MAT S was reached by simulation. Hence, no unexpected
behavior can occur. To enhance the coverage ζ a designer could
develop new tests as long as uncovered states exists. As we
will see in Section IV an alternative is to restrict the number
of “to be reached” states from |ΣR | to |Σλ |.
B. Path Planning
As mentioned in the previous subsection, a full coverage
of a discrete state space is a desirable goal. For automation
purposes, a path planning method is introduced, as the creation
of appropriate input stimuli is crucial for the usage of the
coverage described before.
First of all, the MAT S is enhanced by a labeling function
ωσ : Σ → N +
0 that labels each state with a weight, denoting the
number of visits of this state by a simulation. Together with
the relation R, this eases a path finding inside the discrete
state space. Another helping aspect is an additional set ΣDC ,
which holds a set of DC operation points of the MAT S . As
stated beforehand a path π through the discrete state space can
be directly used to create an input stimulus for a simulation
software, as the labeling function LV also holds the inputs
to the system. Timing informations can be gathered from the
transitions between two states in the MAT S .
Using an A∗ algorithm, it is easy to compute a path through
the state space targeting an uncovered state. This method
will lead to a vast number of very small simulations. As a
result, the startup time of the simulation software will dominate
the simulation time. To avoid this behavior, a path planning

algorithm is needed to create simulation input stimuli which
meet the following characteristics:
•

The resulting path should avoid already visited states.

•

It should consist of as many unvisited states in the
MAT S as possible.

An approach to satisfying these criteria exists in [15], but
with larger circuit size a full input stimulus created using this
method consists of significantly more data points than |ΣR
itself. More complex circuits lead to a very long runtime of
the simulation, due to the increased state space dimensions and
more state space points. As we will see in the results section,
the constructed single stimulus by that method performs badly
in terms of the achieved state space coverage.
To improve this method, we introduce a weight-based path
planning: Let π be a set of states describing the path from a
starting to a target state. The length |π| is the number of states
inside the path. Since every state has a weight ωσ , the weight
of a path is ωπ = Σni ωσi . An unvisited, randomly chosen
state σu (indicated by its weight ωσ = 0) is used to compute
all possible paths from every operation point σd ∈ ΣDC .
Additionally, we compute the longest path starting in state
σu back to the operating points. This gives us the possibility
to concatenate the resulting paths, producing a longer overall
path. To avoid very long paths (like the ones created by the
method in [15]), the length of the resulting path is limited by
the number of unvisited states in the whole system.
C. Coverage Maximization Algorithm
With bigger analog circuits, the possibility to reach full
coverage with one single input stimulus is very small. For
that, we introduce an algorithm to cover all reachable states
inside a MAT S . It is very easy to see, that one single stimulus
created by the path finding algorithm described beforehand,
will not reach all states in the system.
The presented Coverage Maximization Algorithm is shown
in Fig. 2. In every step, the algorithm selects an unvisited state
and calculates a path targeting that state. Selecting the longest
path with minimum cost maximizes the possibility to cover at
most unvisited points at once. While traversing the graph, we

are able to create an input stimulus for a path. Each data point
of the resulting transient response is mapped to a state inside
the MAT S , increasing the weight of that state as well as the
overall coverage of the whole system. The algorithm stops, if
every state in the state space is covered by a simulation.
With increasing complexity of the investigated circuits, it
is furthermore not possible to reach high coverage measures ζ
in a reasonable computation time and with short overall input
stimuli length. Hence, the number of states to inspect must be
reduced, which will be described in the next section.

IV.
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As we will see later on in the results section, trying to reach
a full coverage is a very time consuming procedure even for
small devices like a Schmitt trigger or lowpass filter circuit.
Visiting every single reachable state in an analog circuit often
makes no sense, since many regions of the state space have a
homogeneous behavior – in most cases linear behavior –and
can be investigated by one trajectory through these regions.
To reduce the number of states to cover without missing
regions with a heterogeneous behavior and important states, we
are segmenting the discrete state space into different regions.
Namely, these are regions with uniform (linear) behavior,
non-linear parts with high dynamic (such as limited output
voltage swings) or border regions of the discretization. Regions
with nonlinear or static nonlinearities needs much deeper
investigation, too. In this section we will describe different
classes of analog circuits and suggest some methods to detect
them.
To differentiate the states in the MAT S distance based
methods are used as well as eigenvalues, which are computed
and stored during the discretization process in every state of
the system. Static circuits like mixer or Low-dropout regulators
can be compared using their linear or translinear behavior. In
sum, this leads to five different coverage value vectors which
will be described in the following. Each vector has the same
length as the amount of states in the discrete state space and is
either set to 0 or 1, depending on the response of the according
method of inspect.
1) Local linear regions: Many analog circuits have a linear
behavior and huge regions inside the discrete state space with
similar behavior. To detect those regions, we are using the
previously stored eigenvalues in every state of the system. Each
state σ in the system has a list of ancestors and successor states.
~ σ is set to 1 if one of the neighboring states has a significantly
L
(| · | > 50%) different eigenvalue than σ, otherwise it is set to
0. Fig. 3 shows a simple lowpass filter circuit and two large
linear regions. As the circuit is ideal, no nonlinearities occur
and we have a large linear region (blue).

Vout

V1

Fig. 3. Detection of linear regions: The discrete state space of a simple RC~ σ (right). As the whole system
lowpass filter circuit (left) and the values of L
is linear we got only one big linear region (blue).

On the other hand, in Fig. 4 the same analysis is conducted
for an inverting active RC lowpass with an operational amplifier. This circuit has a large linear region and small nonlinear
regions. The latter is due to shifted eigenvalues when the
operational amplifier output reaches saturation at the supply
rails and in this case also 0.7V before reaching the 2.5V
positive supply rail.

Vout
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Fig. 4. Detection of linear regions: The discrete state space of an inverting
active RC-lowpass filter circuit with limiting due to the used operational
~ σ (right).
amplifier (left) and the values of L

2) Global linear regions: Similar to the previous described
detection of local linear regions, global linear regions can be
detected using the eigenvalues of the whole system. First of
all, we compute the median of all eigenvalues of the whole
MAT S , as this indicates the basic dynamic level of the analog
~ σ is then the absolute difference to the median value
circuit. D
for each state σ ∈ ΣR . All values are normalized to [0, . . . , 1]
to ease the later summation process. Fig. 5 shows the results
of this detector for a basic Schmitt trigger circuit.

Vout

Fig. 5. Detection of global linear dynamic regions: The discrete state space of
a Schmitt trigger circuit (left) and the resulting areas with nonlinear dynamics
(right, red points).

3) Border regions: As mentioned before, border regions
are interesting and should be visited in any case by the path
finding algorithm. To compute the states in the border region
of the reachable set, the convex hull conv(ΣR ) of all reachable

states of the circuit is computed using the approach from [21].
~ σ is set to 1 if the state σ is located within a Euclidean
B
distance on the edges of the resulting polytope, otherwise it is
set to 0.
4) DC operating points: In the same manner as the border
regions, the direct neighborhood of each DC operating point is
~ σ is set to 1 if the state σ lies in the neighborhood
computed. O
of the DC operating point or is the state itself. Fig 6 shows
the result of the DC operating point detector as well as the
border regions.

simulation. According to this, we initialize the weight of a state
by its interest factor Iσ :

0, if Iσ ≥ t,
(4)
wσ =
1, otherwise
, where t is a given threshold. All states with a low weight ωσ
(and therefore a high interest value Iσ ≥ t) are now preferred
by the path finding algorithm. States with a higher weight are
not removed from the path planning algorithm, so that there
is still a small possibility that a simulation covers this state.
With these information we are now able to create a reduced
set of states Σλ ⊆ ΣR which consists of all interesting state
space points with an interest factor Iσ ≥ t:

Vout

Σλ = {σ ∈ ΣR |Iσ ≥ t}

V1

Fig. 6. Detection of regions at the border and around DC operating points:
Discretization of an inverter example (left) and the resulting areas (left).

The λ state space coverage can now be defined as the
number of visited states divided by the number of states in
the reduced set Σλ , where in the numerator only states are
counted which belong to that reduced set Σλ :
ζλ =

5) Static circuits: Besides the so far described circuits, linear constant (Low-dropout regulators) or so called translinear
circuits (mixer circuit) exists. For these class of analog circuits
– which are easily discernible as they only consists of DC
operating points – an optimal output function f~out exists. This
function is currently guessed but could be automatically gath~σ = |f~out − f~meas |
ered by some sort of optimization process. S
is the absolute error between the output function and measured
output voltage of the analog circuit normalized to [0, . . . , 1].
Fig. 7 shows the result of the static circuit area detector.

Vout

Fig. 7. Detection of static circuit regions: Discretization of a mixer circuit
(left) and the resulting normalized error (right, red points indicate a high error).

As every step of the analysis described beforehand indicates possible interesting states of the full MAT S system, the
region of interest of the device under test is formed by the
non-zero entries in I~ defined as:
~ +D
~ +B
~ +O
~ +S
~
I~ = L
(3)
The importance of each state is now indicated by the according
~ On the other hand, if its value is 0,
value in the vector I.
none of the previously described detectors marked this state
as important. This information can now be used and integrated
in the path planning algorithm presented in Section III. In this
algorithm, each state was initialized with a node weight ωσ = 0
indicating that this state was never visited before by a transient

(5)

|C ∩ Σλ |
|Σλ |

(6)

The definition of a λ state space coverage and experimental
results show clear evidence that the concept is still very
pessimistic uncovering all design flaws with large possibility.
V.

R ESULTS

In this chapter we will demonstrate our proposed method
on various analog circuits on transistor level as well as on
some selected Verilog-A implementations (see Table I). The
examples try to cover many possible types of analog circuits:
static nonlinear systems, dynamic linear systems and dynamic
nonlinear system to show the wide scope of our method.
In Table II three methods are presented. The normal
method is taking every state of the discretization into account
to calculate a coverage, while the proposed method only uses
interesting states based on the criterion of Section IV. To show
the overall speedup, both methods are compared against the
single method [15]. The experiments are carried out on a 3.4
Ghz Dual-Core machine.
Starting from some very basic analog circuits, a lowpass
filter has a high amount of states depending on the discretization accuracy. For this often used circuit, a lot of simulations
seems to be needed to gain full coverage for a straight forward
“normal” method. In comparison to that, the analysis of the
state space reduces the number of interesting states by 74%.
Full coverage can be reached by one simple simulation. This
should be desired for circuits of that size. For another very
basic example, the inverter circuit, the amount of states can be
reduced by 77.6% as well.
A bandpass filter [22] example with one input and two
dimensions (Fig. 8) has more than 5000 states after the
discretization process. Due to the heavy nonlinearities at the
limiting region of the operational amplifier full coverage in this
example is not possible, as not every as reachable marked state
can really be reached by a simulation path. This is because

TABLE I.

S TATISTICS OF APPLIED ANALOG CIRCUITS ON TRANSISTOR LEVEL . T HE Mixer AND Low-dropout regulator EXAMPLES ARE IMPLEMENTED
AS A V ERILOG -A BEHAVIOR MODEL AND THEREFORE HAVE NO TRANSISTORS AS THE OTHER EXAMPLES .
Analog Circuit
RC lowpass filter
inverter circuit
Schmitt trigger
Bandpass filter
Level shifter
log domain filter
gmC filter
Mixer
Low-dropout regulator

Number of
inputs
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Number of
transistors
0
2
10
8
6
13
69
—
—

State space
dimensions
2
2
2
3
3
2
3
2
2

States in
reachable set |ΣR |
861
1510
1903
5660
1081
2526
344
442
469

there are always some discretization errors during the creation
of the state space. Hence, a trajectory can be computed with
the presented path finding algorithm from section III, but
the created input stimulus for the simulation does not reach
all wanted target states. After 173 simulations a coverage of
83.06% is obtained. With the presented state space analysis,
only 1948 states are marked as interesting, so the overall
sum of simulations can be reduced to only 18 simulations,
reducing the overall runtime of the simulation by 70.4%. As
the discretization error still exists, full coverage cannot be
reached for that example, too.

States in λ
reduced set |Σλ |
227
338
356
1948
641
394
239
120
214

Schematic
Basic
Basic
[22]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[24]
industrial
industrial

R2
R1

I

C2

II
+

V in

C1

R3

-

R4

V out

R5

Another unsophisticated, but also an example with strong
nonlinearities is a Schmitt trigger circuit where the simulation
runtime could be reduced by 95%. As this circuit has big areas
with linear behavior and only a small region with nonlinear
dynamics, the number of important states can be decreased
dramatically.
To demonstrate our approach on static nonlinear system,
we calculate a coverage for two static examples: a mixer and a
Low-dropout regulator circuit. Both implementations are used
in an industrial environment. The resulting state space could
be decreased to speed up the simulation effort. Our presented
method detects the interesting regions (e.g. high load for the
LDO) automatically and calculates a high coverage by only
running few simulations to that region.
To complete our result section, we are also able to create
a discretization of a Verilog-A model description of an analog
circuit (see mixer and low-drop regulator). This speeds up the
simulation process on the one hand and also eases the implementation effort of sophisticated circuits. Using this approach,
our presented method can also be used to create input stimuli
to check the equivalence of two different implementations of
the same system with large confidence.
VI.

Fig. 8.
Schematic of a bandpass filter [22] (top) and the result of the
discretization process with 5660 states (bottom).

circuits with up to 69 transistors can be handled efficiently.
We can conclude that the confidence in the input stimuli for
a certain analog circuit can be measured by the proposed
metric and that the verification coverage can be significantly
increased with a small simulation overhead using the proposed
λ state space coverage maximization algorithm.
Future work will concentrate on improving the scalability
to work on bigger examples. Additionally the path finding
algorithm can be further refined to prevent double visiting of
states, resulting in shorter input stimuli and faster simulation
runs.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a new coverage metric for analog circuits
has been proposed. The λ state space coverage uses the
eigenvalues and structural properties of the reachable state
space of a nonlinear analog circuit on transistor level to
extract a set of states in the state space which have to be
visited by input stimuli. It keeps strongly nonlinear regions
in that set while neglecting linear, uniform regions, resulting
in 6.8 times speed up of the simulation time of the generated
stimuli. The quality of the input stimuli is still as high as
with the presented standard state space based coverage method
and better than state-of-the-art methods. Experimental results
show that hidden faults can be uncovered and real industrial

VII.
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